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Key takeaways
Calling Yourself A Customer Agency Doesn’t 
make You one
multifarious companies associate with the newly 
popular emphasis on customer engagement, 
catalyzing confusion not clarity. eleven firms have 
capabilities we consider critical.

marketers Buy Customer Insights Services 
Providers For Two Distinct Needs
marketers turn to CI services firms for marketing 
database operations or customer engagement 
strategy. all of the vendors in this study can 
support both.

Leaders Vary By Scenario
Buyers seeking a database operations partner 
should note Wunderman and merkle as leaders, 
while Precision Dialogue and targetbase land as 
leaders for customer engagement strategy.

Why read this report
We identified 11 significant customer insights (CI) 
services providers — acxiom, ansira, epsilon, 
experian marketing Services, harte hanks, 
merkle, Precision Dialogue, rapp, targetbase, 
Wunderman, and Yes lifecycle marketing — and 
researched, analyzed, and scored them. this 
report details our findings about how well each 
vendor fulfills our criteria, and where they stand 
in relation to each other, to help CI professionals 
and marketers select the right partner for 
either their database operations or customer 
engagement strategy needs.
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How 11 Vendors Compare Against Two Buying Scenarios

Will the real Customer agencies Please Stand up?

marketers are slowly responding to the challenge we issued to become customer-obsessed.1 In 
contrast, agencies and marketing services firms glommed on to the age of the customer story 
immediately, whether or not they could support customer engagement, customer insights, or customer 
experiences. the result was heterogeneous companies using the same trendy language to describe — 
in some cases — completely unrelated capabilities, to the disadvantage of marketers.2

our first attempt to provide some clarity in this space was the customer engagement agency (Cea) 
construct we introduced in 2012.3 We approached this year’s evaluation with a blank slate in order to 
identify what marketers and their CI partners expect from a “customer agency” and how vendors are 
meeting current marketer needs. the research proved:

 › The CeA definition is too broad. We coined the term to define a new breed of agency that would 
map customer-oriented business strategy to marketing tactics. But we never meant for “Cea” to 
become a catch-all for any agency that wanted to associate with customer centricity. When direct 
agencies, digital agencies, public relations firms, social listening consultants, and technology 
integrators all refer to themselves as customer engagement agencies, marketers can’t filter like 
players to include in a request for proposal (rFP) process.

 › marketers can’t make good on a CeA anyway. marketers nod along when you promise them 
a single services partner that will parlay customer insights into business strategy. they just don’t 
have the data or organizational structure to use an agency in this way.4 eighty-nine percent of 
references from firms in this study don’t fully integrate customer intelligence into their lines of 
business (see Figure 1). most rely on services partners principally for basic database blocking and 
tackling (see Figure 2).

 › Business needs have evolved. let’s be honest. most companies calling themselves Ceas are 
too busy supporting buyers’ staffing and technology needs to create business strategy or find new 
sources of customer insight anyway (see Figure 3). and they will be woefully underequipped for 
marketers’ future needs. Processing noncustomer data for customer insights and powering systems 
of insight will require more technology expertise than even an advanced Cea can support.5
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How 11 Vendors Compare Against Two Buying Scenarios

FIGUre 1 Customer Intelligence Is Not Fully Integrated at most Firms

“How integrated is customer intelligence across your organization
and lines of business (LOBs)?”

Not at all integrated
1%

Very limited integration
33%

Mostly integrated
55%

Fully integrated
11%

Base: 124 marketers

Source: Forrester’s Q3 2015 Global Customer Insights Services Providers Customer Reference Online Survey
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How 11 Vendors Compare Against Two Buying Scenarios

FIGUre 2 Customer Insights Services Providers Support a range of Needs

Source: Forrester’s Q3 2015 Global Customer Insights Services Providers Customer Reference Online Survey

Base: 118 marketers
(multiple responses accepted)

12%

13%

25%

30%

50%

50%

54%

64%

69%

Media planning and buying

Journey mapping

Creative

Database hosting and management

Data sourcing/data append

“Thinking of your primary customer insights services provider, which of the following
services do you rely on them to provide today?”

Business strategy (e.g., product development,
competitive positioning, employee hiring and staf�ng)

Advanced analytics (e.g., attribution, lifetime value,
entity analytics, geolocation analytics, etc.)

Customer strategy (e.g., customer segmentation,
pro�tability analysis, life-cycle management)

Marketing technology
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redefining the Customer Insights Services Space

to declutter all of this unnecessary nomenclature, we focused this evaluation not on companies that 
identify as a certain type of agency, but rather on firms that provide, via professional services, the 
customer insights support that marketers and their insights teams need to stay competitive in the age 
of the customer. Forrester believes these attributes include:

 › experience managing customer databases. the ability to collect, analyze, and act on customer 
data is a competitive differentiator for companies.6 and since most marketers can’t internally 
support the big data processes needed to create the contextually relevant experiences that 
customers demand, we focused this study on partners who could.7 this meant screening in 
vendors who host customer or prospect databases for at least five clients and screening out 
customer-focused agencies with limited data ops chops, like ogilvyone, which have been in our 
marketing services Forrester Wave evaluations in the past.

FIGUre 3 Customer Insights Services Firms Fill marketers’ gaps

Base: 124 marketers
(multiple responses accepted)

9%

19%

23%

25%

35%

42%

47%

51%

52%

58%

Executive mandate for customer centricity

Lack of data assets

Desire to consolidate multiple agency partners

Desire to create a “lead” customer
intelligence function

Lack of internal customer analysis skills

Need for measurement of customer value

Need support managing marketing technologies

Desire to use customer insights to inform all
areas of the business

Need to create more consistent customer
experiences across channels

Desire to create a single view of the customer

“What business challenges drove you to partner with a marketing services firm?”

Source: Forrester’s Q3 2015 Global Customer Insights Services Providers Customer Reference Online Survey
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How 11 Vendors Compare Against Two Buying Scenarios

 › A balance of marketing services. We based our selection factors on three dimensions: 
1) mentions of the vendor in Forrester client inquiries for data-driven marketing services; 2) 
representation in other vendors’ competitive sets; and 3) a balanced distribution of revenue across 
11 data-driven marketing services ranging from omnichannel inbound and outbound marketing to 
marketing strategy and advanced analytics. this criterion eliminated companies like rosetta and 
mrm//mcCann that do most of their business in service areas that we review in other Forrester 
Wave evaluations.

eleven firms met our selection standards: acxiom, ansira, epsilon, experian marketing Services, harte 
hanks, merkle, Precision Dialogue, rapp, targetbase, Wunderman and Yes lifecycle marketing (see 
Figure 4).

FIGUre 4 evaluated Vendors: Vendor Information and Selection Criteria

Vendor

Acxiom

Ansira

Epsilon

Experian Marketing Services

Harte Hanks

Merkle

Precision Dialogue

Rapp

Targetbase

Wunderman

Yes Lifecycle Marketing

Date evaluated

July 2015

July 2015

July 2015

July 2015

July 2015

July 2015

July 2015

July 2015

July 2015

July 2015

July 2015

Vendor selection criteria

Marketing database support. The vendor must host at least �ve customer or prospect databases.

Company size. The vendor must have revenues of at least $25 million.

Marketing services support. Vendor revenues represent a balance of the following services: database 
hosting, marketing strategy and planning, business strategy and planning, advanced analytics, creative 
services, organizational change management, online advertising, digital outbound marketing, digital 
inbound marketing, of�ine outbound marketing, and of�ine inbound marketing.

Enterprise focus. More than 50% of vendor clients must have at least 1,000 employees.
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our evaluation Considers Three Dimensions

We drew from past research, conversations with internal experts and technology vendors, and 
discussions with clients to create 32 criteria to compare these firms across three categories:

 › Current offering. We focused here on the points of differentiation in the vendors’ product and 
services capabilities: data resources, database management, privacy and security, analytics and 
measurement, program execution, professional services, and customer service.

 › Strategy. We assessed how well suited the vendor management teams, executive visions, and 
development road maps are to the future needs of marketers and CI professionals. We also 
factored in revenue growth and employee retention as indicators of the viability of the firm’s 
strategic direction.

 › market presence. Vendor support for international business, revenue, and number of clients 
determined vendor size and status in the market.

CI Services Firms Suit two Buying Scenarios

even with our refined focus on CI services firms, we found that buyers of CI services tend to approach 
their partner selection with one of two distinct needs in mind (see Figure 5):

1. marketing database operations. this request often originates from an acquisition, direct 
marketing, marketing ops, or marketing information services team that needs a database built, 
populated, and managed. most of the client references we spoke to who use CI services firms 
in this way have been with their current partner for over 10 years and value scalability and data 
assets, integration, and security.

“our [CI services] partner does data and database management for the 300 campaigns we run a 
year off of our customer and prospect database.” (Director, direct-to-customer marketing)

2. Customer engagement strategy. the buyer in this scenario likely has a broad mandate that 
includes all relationship-based marketing efforts, not just direct marketing. Clients using CI services 
partners for customer engagement strategy select primarily for quality of strategic services, 
creative, and customer experience mapping and secondarily for database management.

“We picked [our current partner] last summer because its creative, strategy, and data capabilities 
stood out.” (Senior vice president of marketing strategy, insights, and engagement)

a combined competency in data operations and customer strategy will become increasingly 
important as marketers work to close the gap between insights and action.8 and all of the vendors 
we evaluated can support both of the above scenarios. But few buyers select services partners for 
both competencies today. So we applied two sets of weightings to the 32 criteria in our evaluation to 
determine if some vendor strengths made them a better choice for one scenario or the other.
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How 11 Vendors Compare Against Two Buying Scenarios

Legacy marketing Services Providers Lead For marketing Database operations

the marketing database operations evaluation showed that firms with a history in building customer 
databases still dominate. For this buying scenario (see Figure 6):

 › Wunderman and merkle land as Leaders. Data powerhouse Wunderman (including KBm 
group) is a leader for its breadth of primary data assets, speed of database implementation, and 
approach to data privacy and governance. merkle doesn’t own data assets, but its data-agnostic 
approach works because it sources based on the predictive power of data resources and uses a 
proprietary technology to improve database flexibility.

 › Acxiom, Precision Dialogue, epsilon, and Yes Lifecycle lead the Strong Performers. these 
four disparate players bring very different cultures and capabilities to the Strong Performer 
category. acxiom provides broad data resources and cross-device user identification. 
Precision Dialogue sustains very satisfied customers with its smart data sourcing and speedy 
implementations. epsilon’s approach to data privacy and security is among the best in the study. 
and Yes lifecycle marketing owns B2B and B2C data assets in 225 countries.

FIGUre 5 Buyers Seek operations or Strategy Support

“How would you describe the role that your primary customer insights
services provider plays at your company?”

Base: 124 marketers

Digital agency
4%

Other
7%

Database marketing
services provider

37%

Customer relationship
marketing (CRM) agency

30%

Direct marketing
agency

7%

Customer
engagement agency

10%

Customer
intelligence agency

5%

Source: Forrester’s Q3 2015 Global Customer Insights Services Providers Customer Reference Online Survey
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 › Targetbase, experian marketing Services, and Ansira fall in the middle of the pack. these 
firms offer good overall database operations solutions. targetbase takes a value-based approach 
to data sourcing, but it won’t deploy hadoop until year-end 2015 and cannot staff swing resources 
to handle bursts in client demand. experian can scale to support thousands of complex databases, 
but it has shifted focus away from its professional services. and ansira can set up a marketing 
database quickly, but its data resources and approach to privacy and security don’t compete with 
those of larger firms.

 › rapp stands as a Contender. rapp demonstrates leader-level data sourcing. But it lags in a few 
capabilities core to this scenario. It does not provide first-party data assets. It does not influence 
policy or market standards on the ethical use of data assets. and its data security practices lack 
the scale of larger data providers.

 › Harte Hanks lags. this vendor’s best-in-class data integration is a bright spot among otherwise 
dim database operations capabilities.

FIGUre 6 the Forrester Wave™: CI Services Providers, Q4 ’15 For marketing Database operations

Challengers Contenders Leaders
Strong

Performers

StrategyWeak Strong

Current
offering

Weak

Strong

Go to Forrester.com to 

download the Forrester 

Wave tool for more 

detailed product 

evaluations, feature 

comparisons, and 

customizable rankings.

Market presence

Acxiom

Ansira

Epsilon

Experian

Harte Hanks

Merkle

Precision
Dialogue

Rapp

Targetbase

Wunderman

Yes Lifecycle
Marketing
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Smaller Firms Set The Standard For Customer engagement Strategy

the vendors we evaluated shake out differently in this scenario, which weights strategic services and 
digital and offline program execution over operational support (see Figure 7):

 › Precision Dialogue and Targetbase gain the lead. two of the smallest firms in the study, both 
vendors provide comparably excellent advanced analytics services and have veteran leadership 
teams. Precision Dialogue won more new business this year, while targetbase scores better for its 
customer engagement and technology services.

FIGUre 6 the Forrester Wave™: CI Services Providers, Q4 ’15 For marketing Database operations (Cont.)

CURRENT OFFERING
 Data resources
 Database management
 Privacy and security
 Analytics and measurement
 Program execution
 Professional services
 Customer obsession

STRATEGY
 Strength of management team
 Executive vision
 Development strategy
 Revenue growth
 Employee retention
 Pricing strategy

MARKET PRESENCE
 Global support 
 2014 revenue
 Number of clients

2.55
1.00
3.70
1.00
1.85
4.10
3.00
3.70

2.95
4.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
1.00

1.13
2.60
1.00
0.00

3.59
3.80
3.60
5.00
1.70
1.25
0.90
3.60

3.25
3.00
4.00
4.00
1.00
3.00

4.17
3.40
5.00
4.00

Fo
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r’s
W
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gh
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g

50%
30%
40%
10%
5%
5%
0%

10%

50%
25%
35%
20%
15%
5%

0%
30%
35%
35%

3.10
3.10
3.10
4.50
3.80
2.80
3.30
1.45

3.85
4.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
1.00

4.28
2.60
5.00
5.00

3.37
3.10
3.80
4.50
1.80
2.50
1.40
2.55

2.20
3.00
1.00
3.00
3.00
1.00

3.93
2.60
4.00
5.00

2.18
2.40
2.40
2.00
2.70
3.25
1.40
0.00

0.85
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00

2.64
1.80
3.00
3.00

3.13
2.90
3.25
3.00
3.40
2.80
3.20
3.50

4.10
5.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
3.00

2.65
3.00
3.00
2.00

3.21
2.90
3.00
3.00
4.20
3.80
2.40
4.40

3.80
5.00
3.00
4.00
3.00
5.00

1.42
2.40
1.00
1.00

3.22
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3.35
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4.60
4.20
3.15

2.05
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2.89
3.80
3.00
2.00

2.47
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4.00
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3.75
5.00
5.00
3.00
1.00
0.00

0.77
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1.00
0.00

4.28
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4.40
4.50
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3.35
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4.00
3.00
1.00

4.41
4.20
5.00
4.00

3.17
3.80
3.00
1.00
3.80
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2.20
4.30

3.30
5.00
3.00
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3.12
3.40
3.00
3.00

All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).
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 › Wunderman and merkle fall just short of the Leaders. Wunderman is as good at customer 
and business strategy as it is at database operations. It created Coca-Cola’s new “Share a Coke” 
product strategy and helped migrate glaxoSmithKline’s Flonase brand from prescription to over-
the-counter (otC). merkle’s discriminating hiring process and shared employee ownership of the 
firm resulted in double-digit revenue growth since 2013 and some of the most satisfied clients in 
this review.

 › rapp, epsilon, Yes Lifecycle marketing, and Ansira also represent Strong Performers. rapp 
demonstrates excellent professional services and the best digital and offline program execution 
in this scenario. Interactive, customizable reports and support for emerging offline media — like 
holograms — result from epsilon’s significant development investments. Clients of Yes lifecycle 
marketing are well-satisfied in part due to this vendor’s hands-on account management, which 
includes regular executive participation. and ansira supports a breadth of digital channels and 
processes to optimize customer interactions in real time.

 › Acxiom, experian marketing Services, and Harte Hanks lag. other vendors are better than 
these for customer engagement strategy support.

this evaluation of the customer insights service providers market is intended to be a starting point 
only. We encourage clients to view detailed product evaluations and adapt criteria weightings to fit their 
individual needs through the Forrester Wave excel-based vendor comparison tool.
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FIGUre 7 the Forrester Wave™: CI Services Providers, Q4 ’15 For Customer engagement Strategy

Challengers Contenders Leaders
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Performers

StrategyWeak Strong

Current
offering

Weak

Strong
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FIGUre 7 the Forrester Wave™: CI Services Providers, Q4 ’15 For Customer engagement Strategy (Cont.)
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 Data resources
 Database management
 Privacy and security
 Analytics and measurement
 Program execution
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 Customer obsession
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 Strength of management team
 Executive vision
 Development strategy
 Revenue growth
 Employee retention
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3.00
1.00
0.00

0.77
1.40
1.00
0.00

4.15
5.00
4.60
4.50
3.40
4.20
4.90
2.05

3.05
4.00
3.00
4.00
3.00
1.00

4.41
4.20
5.00
4.00

2.52
3.00
3.00
1.00
3.40
2.20
1.90
4.30

3.50
5.00
3.00
3.00
1.00
5.00

3.12
3.40
3.00
3.00

All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).
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Vendor Profiles

here are high-level snapshots of what capabilities ranked each vendor in its current position in both 
the database operations and customer engagement strategy scenarios. Please view the Forrester 
Wave excel-based vendor comparison tool for more detailed scorecards. Vendors are presented in 
alphabetical order.

 › Acxiom. Client references laud this vendor’s sweet spot: as a database operations partner. No 
doubt large organizations — especially financial services firms — looking to build and populate 
a marketing database will love this vendor’s global business and consumer data assets, data 
onboarding, and best-in-study data privacy and governance competencies. But plan to need 
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a different partner for program execution, customer strategy, and vision for your data-driven 
marketing efforts. acxiom has had inconsistent focus on digital marketing over the past several 
years, offers only shallow support for customer journey development, and doesn’t provide 
customer strategy or creative services.

 › Ansira. this vendor’s proprietary platform, the ansira engagement manager (aem), which provides 
prebuilt processes and data connectors, helps this vendor deploy a customer database in as few 
as 12 weeks. But this firm can’t compete with data providers on data resources or privacy and 
security. that and its ethnographic research and ensemble modeling capabilities make it better for 
customer engagement strategy than for database operations. ansira is smaller in scale than other 
firms in the study. It does its best work with retail and consumer packaged goods (CPg) firms. and 
it is better at solving known problems than introducing big ideas. as one reference explains, “they 
need to be more like leaders. they could increase their credibility if they were more proactive.”

 › epsilon. here’s a surprise: epsilon’s revenue is now split equally between its agency and database 
businesses. this means it still has its legacy strengths — database management, data security 
and governance, advanced analytics. and it conducts journey building workshops, has dedicated 
customer engagement strategy consultants, and has leader-level creative services. epsilon’s 
agency pitch comes off a bit stiff currently. But the 20% of revenues it has earmarked to develop 
(or acquire) agency resources will convince you of its commitment. Brand advertisers will find 
epsilon capable, but not ideal, for their operational or customer strategy needs. Its Conversant 
media network enhances existing epsilon data with behavioral insights and provides video 
analytics and cross-channel ad targeting.

 › experian marketing Services. the best quality this vendor offers a CI services buyer is scale. 
It manages 7,500 databases — many of which have billions of records and thousands of data 
tables — and has the resources needed to deploy a database in any global market in less than 16 
weeks. But it provides just consumer — not business — data assets, offers only adequate analytics 
services, and doesn’t have the consulting experience to make sense as a customer engagement 
strategy partner. one client reference explains, “We choose experian because it is the best at 
organizing data.” another says, “We’d like experian to be more proactive in providing customer 
insights rather than just crunching numbers.”

 › Harte Hanks. this firm’s multiyear transition from direct mail shop to customer engagement 
strategy partner has depleted its core competencies without generating new ones. the result? 
We can’t confidently recommend harte hanks to marketers seeking either database operations 
or customer engagement strategy support. Its database operations are less extensible than other 
vendors’. and its business strategy, tech, and creative services all fall short. Clients also note the 
firm’s instability. harte hanks has seen declining revenues since 2012 and earns a negative Net 
Promoter Score in this study.9 In the words of one reference: “We have lost confidence with harte 
hanks. after 15 years as a client, we are looking at other options.”
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 › merkle. Business or consumer marketers will like this vendor for database operations or client 
engagement strategy due to its emphasis on quality staff and continuous development of new 
capabilities. In fact, one client reference calls merkle its “database provider that became a strategic 
partner over time.” It uses predictive models to source B2B and B2C data and has a proprietary 
data management technology to aid customer recognition, data and application integration, and 
marketing automation. Indeed merkle’s analytics and program execution trail other vendors’. But 
its application of behavioral psychology principles through a practice called laddering makes its 
business strategy offering one of the best in the study.

 › Precision Dialogue. In the words of one client reference, this small, ohio-based independent 
“gets it right every time.” We believe it. Precision Dialogue can compete against the database 
operations powered by the big guys. It models potential value before sourcing data assets and 
uses technology to scale analytics. and its customer engagement services — including strategy 
consulting, journey map development, creative services, program execution, and emotional 
response measurement — lead this evaluation. Precision Dialogue’s size and service standards 
mean it can’t work with everyone. But retail, financial services, or consumer goods companies that 
like an unpretentious partner that is willing to give category exclusives will find what they need just 
outside of Cleveland.

 › rapp. the value-based approach to data sourcing, on- and offline marketing program execution, and 
creative and strategy services from this vendor are particularly notable in its robust current offering. 
Client references also indicate that these capabilities distinguish rapp as a customer engagement 
strategy partner. as one explains, “rapp’s creative, strategy, and data stood out from others’ during 
the rFP process.” You might choose a competitor to host your marketing database — some client 
references do. But we find rapp’s database operations capable. It is perspicuity of vision and 
methods that challenges this vendor. In the words of another client reference: “they need better 
alignment. they can get off course with us so we have to push back.”

 › Targetbase. this firm is one of the best options in the study for customer engagement strategy. 
It excels at services that span ideation, production, analytics, and lifetime value measurement, 
which calculates realized, expected, and potential customer value. Its proprietary marketing 
platform facilitates data management and insights use. targetbase doesn’t have the scale of bigger 
competitors; it expects to stand up just two new databases in 2015. But client references indicate 
that big CPg and automotive marketers should use this vendor holistically, rather than as an 
operations partner anyway. In the words of one: “We chose targetbase because it could digest our 
database and use the data to inform strategy outside of direct marketing.”

 › Wunderman. It is hard to find a flaw in this vendor: global business and consumer data resources, 
robust data ethics and security, comprehensive marketing program execution, and the best 
professional services in the study. If we nitpick, client references call out some disconnect 
between KBm group — the database management entity at the agency — and the strategy and 
creative sides of the house. even so, Wunderman fits multiple use cases well, including data 
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provider, database operations, or customer engagement strategy. Direct marketers will be the 
most comfortable with this partner because of its history connecting with individual end customers 
through addressable media.

 › Yes Lifecycle marketing. this vendor provides business and consumer data in 225 countries, 
has multiple methods for cross-device customer identification, and offers customizable reports. 
Beyond these, however, Yes lifecycle marketing demonstrates only moderate capabilities against 
both our database operations and customer engagement scenarios. What puts it in the middle 
of the pack is the hands-on nature of its account teams and executives. all enterprise accounts 
have an executive sponsor. and client references indicate that the at-times provisional approach 
this vendor applies is worth it. one explains: “[Yes lifecycle marketing] is spread too thin at times. 
Nonetheless, we have seen great improvement in our profitability since working with them. You 
can’t argue with results.”
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Supplemental material

online resource

the online version of Figure 6 and Figure 7 is an excel-based vendor comparison tool that provides 
detailed product evaluations and customizable rankings.

Data Sources Used In This Forrester Wave

Forrester used a combination of four data sources to assess the strengths and weaknesses of 
each solution:

 › Vendor surveys. Forrester asked vendors to respond to a detailed questionnaire pertaining to 
their current offering, strategy, and market presence. Where necessary, we conducted vendor 
calls or written requests to gather additional details of vendor capabilities as they relate to the 
evaluation criteria.

 › Scenario-based demos. each vendor participated in a three-hour in-person meeting with the 
analyst, during which it demonstrated its process and technology against three hypothetical client 
scenarios addressing its current functionality, competitive differentiation, future plans, and visions 
for the future marketing. We used findings from these conversations to validate details shared in 
the vendor surveys.

 › Customer reference calls. to validate product and vendor qualifications, Forrester also conducted 
reference calls with three of each vendor’s current customers. Customer references were provided 
by the vendors.

 › online customer surveys. We also conducted an online survey of 10 current clients of each 
vendor. the vendor provided these customer references as well.

The Forrester Wave methodology

We conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors that meet our criteria to be evaluated in this 
market. From that initial pool of vendors, we then narrow our final list. We choose these vendors based 
on 1) product fit, 2) customer success, and 3) Forrester client demand.

after examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we develop 
the initial evaluation criteria. to evaluate the vendors and their products against our set of criteria, 
we gather details of product qualifications through a combination of lab evaluations, questionnaires, 
demos, and/or discussions with client references. We send evaluations to the vendors for their review, 
and we adjust the evaluations to provide the most accurate view of vendor offerings and strategies.

We set default weightings to reflect our analysis of the needs of large user companies — and/or other 
scenarios as outlined in the Forrester Wave report — and then score the vendors based on a clearly 
defined scale. these default weightings are intended only as a starting point, and we encourage 
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readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs through the excel-based tool. the final 
scores generate the graphical depiction of the market based on current offering, strategy, and market 
presence. Forrester intends to update vendor evaluations regularly as product capabilities and vendor 
strategies evolve. For more information on the methodology that every Forrester Wave follows, go to 
http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html.

Survey methodology

the Forrester’s Q3 2015 global Customer Insights Services Providers Customer reference online 
Survey was fielded to 124 marketers who are client references of the 11 vendors participating in this 
Forrester Wave. Forrester fielded the survey during Q3 2015. exact sample sizes are provided in 
this report on a question-by-question basis. this data is not guaranteed to be representative of the 
population, and, unless otherwise noted, statistical data is intended to be used for descriptive and 
inferential purposes. While nonrandom, the survey is still a valuable tool for understanding where users 
are today and where the industry is headed.

Integrity Policy

all of Forrester’s research, including Forrester Wave evaluations, is conducted according to our 
Integrity Policy. For more information, go to http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-
policy.html.

endnotes
1 What’s the top imperative at your company? If it’s not a transformation to make the company more customer-focused, 

you’re making a mistake. See the “Winning In the age of the Customer” Forrester report.

2 Scads of vendor types vie to help marketers become customer-obsessed. See the “Customer Insights Services 
landscape 2014” Forrester report.

3 Customer engagement agencies help their clients marry data, analytics, marketing strategy, and customer experience 
to improve the organization’s profitability. See the “the Forrester Wave™: Customer engagement agencies, Q4 2012” 
Forrester report.

4 the few clients that choose to retain a Cea tend to have a stated mission to become customer-obsessed. But they 
still struggle with the practical requirements of doing so. See the “Customer engagement agency Progress reflects 
Industry maturity” Forrester report.

5 Big data will play a critical role in helping companies win, serve, and retain customers. See the “Big Data’s Big 
meaning For marketing” Forrester report.

Businesses are drowning in data but starving for insights. Worse, they have no systematic way to consistently 
turn data into action. this can’t continue. Forrester finds market leaders are fusing a new business discipline with 
technology to create systems of insight. this combination of people, process, and technology closes the gap between 
insights and action. See the “Digital Insights are the New Currency of Business” Forrester report.

6 By building a continuous connection to customers and the analytical systems to act on the resulting data, enterprises 
can boost their knowledge of and responsiveness to customers. See the “Winning In the age of the Customer” 
Forrester report.

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES119546
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES114922
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES114922
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES80121
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES88041
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES88041
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES114782
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES114782
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES119109
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES119546
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7 most marketers today can’t change their culture, competency, and capability to the degree needed to immediately 
move from campaigns to cycles of real-time, two-way, and insight-driven interactions with individual customers. See 
the “Big Data’s Big meaning For marketing” Forrester report.

8 In 2016, the gap between insights and action will narrow as marketers integrate systems of insight (which manage 
data and measurement) with systems of engagement (which manage media and operations that drive customer 
interactions). See the “Predictions 2016: the Path From Data to action For marketers” Forrester report.

9 Net Promoter and NPS are registered service marks, and Net Promoter Score is a service mark, of Bain & Company, 
Satmetrix Systems, and Fred reichheld.

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES114782
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES129198
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